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COMPLEMENTING ARCHUTECTURAL ELEMENTS 
MULTI  FUNCTION
MAINTENANCE FREE
ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY
BEST QUALITY

Comprised of solid extruded aluminium sheets 
with powder coat  nish and equipped with highly 
durable light weight, Sun Louvre elegantly com-
plements a variety of architectural styles func-
tions with touch of panache.
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&
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Creme Satin

 Green

Pink

Accada Fagio Pero Pino Nodi Rovere
Fiammato



Flexible & Funct ional

Vertical

Void

Sun Louvre’s adjustable shades construction is designed to conform 
to the modern principle of stylish practicality. The set up comes with 
chance of manual control level or automated remote controlled shade 
adjuster.

With a gentle pull of this manual level, once an open-aired area is in-
stantly transformed into shaded area of your liking.

And at simple touch of the button, the Louvre rotates up to 90 de-
grees, allowing users to adjust the level of sun light streaming in, 
shield the area from the wind, or create shades as desired before 
sealing closed for privacy and rain protection. When closed the louvre 
inter-lock tightly to form a sturdy roof

Contemporary Living Presents it self with the abundance of flexibility 
for choice. having options to decide on desired thing is no longer a 

luxury but a feature that most people adhere to, as the basic principle 
of their lifestyle. Inspired by this flexible concept, the superbly engi-

neered Sun Louvre offers prestige living with an array of abundant 
suppleness for shades.

Sun Louvre roof system delivers full 
control of sun, shade, light, heat, wind 
and ventilation over the enclosed area 
beneath. You can determine the de-
sired amount of sunlight and solar 
radiation for the particular area un-
derneath. The system also leaves air 
circulation over enclosed spaces undis-
turbed.

With Sun Louvre, you are guar-
anteed the peace of mind of 
knowing that multifunctional 
shades provide not only comfort 
and protection but style and sub-
stance combined
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